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26 When Pigs Fly: Teaching 
the Rear Cross, Part 1
A well-timed and executed 
rear cross can be more 
than just a way to change 
direction. You can control 
and shape your dog’s 
landing-side path by how 
you perform the rear cross. 
By Jane Killion

39 Canine Health Care: FAQs 
The supplement and 
vitamin market for canine 
athletes is booming and 
the products all have slick 
marketing campaigns. But 
which supplements are 
actually safe, beneficial, and 
worth the investment?  
By Julie A. Roos, DVM 
 

 

47 Vision in Dogs, Part 2: 
Vision Abnormalities 
Dogs have many of the 
same eye conditions that 
people have. The difference 
is that our dogs can’t tell 
us when their vision has 
changed. By Cynthia Cook, 
DVM, PhD, Dip. ACVO

70 Does Your Dog Have All 
the Basic Skills Needed 
for a Successful Agility 
Career? 
Being ready to start a long 
and successful agility career 
takes more than obstacle 
competence. How will you 
fare in evaluating your 
team’s basic skill readiness?  
By Debbie Sacerich
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Cover Dog
MACH Sunfire My Little Hotshot, 
JH, WC, ADHF, a.k.a. Shotsie, a 
Golden Retriever owned by Lynn 
Dowall of Massachusetts.  
Photo by Lesley Mattuchio.

Features
5 Editorializing: Observations, Anecdotes, 

Opinions and a Silly Little Thing Called Bias 
Everyone knows that the tire is dangerous and 
that the two-on/two-off position is the most  
reliable way to go. Or is it? Should we reconsider 
our long-held assumptions and opinions to look 
at the sport objectively? By I. Martin Levy, MD

15 Being an Agility Instructor:  
It’s Not Just About Dog Training
How do you go from training and competing 
with your own dogs to being a competent, 
supportive agility instructor for your students, 
both canine and human alike? The skills 
that enable us to be successful trainers and 
competitors are not the all-inclusive skills that 
we need to be successful agility educators. 
By Debbie Harrison

23 Can You Handle It?  
This month we review jumping sequences from  
the 2008 FCI Agility World Championships  
Large Dog Team Standard course.  
By Marquand Cheek

35 Timing of Front Crosses, Part 3: Proofing 
Front-cross Cues and Improving Timing 
This month, Greg offers exercises to proof your 
dog’s response to a front cross, deceleration cue, 
and positional cue, as well as suggestions for 
practicing your front-cross timing. 
By Greg Derrett 

41 Tricks for Agility: Play Music and Beg 
“Playing” a musical instrument is a great way  
to work on front-leg stretches and the begging 
position allows you to work on balance, stability, 
and back muscles. By Sassie Joiris

53 Handling Your Dog in Awesome Style,  
Part 11: More Common Sequences 
This month we learn more about how to apply 
Linda’s handling system to cue a chosen strategy 
for common sequences encountered on course. 
By Linda Mecklenburg

74 Power Paws: Frame Fun 
This month’s drills are designed to help with  
training your dog’s A-frame and with working  
on send-outs to tunnels and chutes around and  
under the A-frame. By Nancy Gyes

78 K9 Kudos: Cures for Canines 
The exclamation “Agility people are the best!” 
is often heard in praise of the dedication and 
compassion of people drawn together by  
common threads. This month, we’ve profiled 
some groups that help specific dogs in need of 
immediate medical care and others that raise 
funds for research in canine health.  
By Martha Faulk

Columns
6 Tip of the Month By Cindy Ratner

7 Everything You Always Wanted to Know 
About Agility… By Brenna Fender

8 Backyard Dogs By Karen Holik

33 My Favorite Course By Karen Gloor

43 Skill of the Month By Stuart Mah

64 Agility Organization Update  
By Brenna Fender

Trainer’s Forum 
What can you do about dogs in a class 
that seem to dislike agility? Is it simply 
a training or motivation problem? Or 
are there some dogs that really would 
prefer not to do agility? This month’s 
group of trainers comments. By 
Brenna Fender
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Foundation Fundamentals:  
Step Up to Success 
Teaching body awareness is key to 
having an athletic partner that can 
deliver the performance you want. 
It’s easy to do using shaping and an 
inexpensive and portable step stool. 
By Moe Strenfel 

18 67
Changing Consequences:  
From Caution to Trust 
No training program begins with a 
perfectly clean slate. We must observe 
existing behaviors so we understand 
how we are influencing our dogs’ 
perceptions of the consequences of 
their behaviors.  By Jenny Ruth Yasi
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